Introduction
As a Gen Y, you may have recently entered the workforce, or you may still be looking a few years ahead to your first job. Your generation brings many unique traits to the business world, and in many ways, you are the most plugged-in group the world has seen: you're a natural networker on the job, you're on Facebook, and you get text messages and e-mails anywhere and everywhere. But how can you use all those contacts and all that information to help you really plug in?-to find the kinds of jobs where you'll thrive?
As you enter the work world, you face a series of deeply personal choices-about your preferred lifestyle and location, about money and contribution, about time and structure. The trick is learning how to make these choices: what criteria to use in separating the good ideas-the ones that are best for you-from all the rest.
These three tools from Plugged In: The Generation Y Guide to Thriving at Work are designed as a sequence to help you as you begin to sort through your own preferences. Begin with the quiz "Do You Love What You Do?" As much as the answers, the questions themselves will get you thinking about what you can, and should, expect out of a job that really engages you. Next, the exercise "Remember a Time" will help you precisely define the characteristics of a time that you were engaged so that you can look for professional opportunities with those same characteristics. And the "Life Lures" assessment brings these results together by translating your preferences into specific types of professional environments and job descriptions.
These tools are meant to help you explore and define professional options that are both desirable and possible, now and in years ahead, as you continue to make new choiceslooking for places where you'll thrive and where you'll comfortably and effectively plug in.
If you answered "Yes" to:
1-3 of these questions, you're not enjoying your work nearly enough-and you're not alone: 33 percent of Gen Y's say you can't stand your jobs. 1 You can do better; don't settle for less. Begin thinking about your deepest values, beliefs, and preferences to understand what kind of work deserves your full engagement.
4-6 of these questions, you find your work acceptable but not exciting. In fact 42 percent of Gen Y's say that your jobs are "just okay." But you don't need to settle for a work relationship that is only so-so-not with the shortages of talent that are cropping up all over. Ask yourself: do you like the nature of the work, but just haven't found the right organization yet? Or is it the other way around: you love the organization you're with, but haven't quite found the right role?
7-8 of these questions, it sounds like you are doing extremely well. You'll want to keep checking in with yourself to make sure you stay engaged and focused in your professional life.
Remember a Time:
The Characteristics of Times You Were Engaged
The key to finding work you do love is figuring out what you personally value most highly. To begin, think about specific situations in your past in which you have felt the ways described in each line of the exercise below.
Describe each situation in as much detail as possible. Were you working with a team, doing something that was benefiting others, or doing something you knew how to do well?
Remember a time: The characteristics of times you were engaged Remember a time . . .
What exactly was I doing?
What were the characteristics of the situation?
When you were excited and enthusiastic about something you were doing When you "lost yourself"-forgetting about time and place-as you did something When you resisted distractions for a significant period of time
Remember a time (continued)
Remember a time . . .
What exactly was I doing?
When you invested discretionary effort to produce significantly more than the task required, working all kinds of hours to get things done and done right When you found the challenge so inherently interesting that you pondered it happily even when not directly engaged in itperhaps in the car on the way home or in the morning shower When you developed creative new ways to do the work or searched for ways to improve things rather than just react to an obvious approach
Remember a time (continued)
What exactly was I doing?
When you volunteered for the more difficult assignment When you were contagious, meaning you shared your enthusiasm with others in ways that encouraged them to join in-when you recruited others to the activity When you proudly identified with the activity and told others that this was what you did © 2008 by Tamara J. Erickson. All rights reserved.
Life Lures:
What Engages You?
Work-related passions and preferred relationships with work can be broken down into six primary archetypes, or life lures.
Thinking about the characteristics you just identified, take the ten-question assessment below to find out which of these life lures is most important to you. Your findings will help you to translate your personal preferences into types of workplace environments, job descriptions, and key behaviors.
What engages you?
Which of the following statements do you identify with most closely? In each row, check the box or boxes that most closely match your preferences or feelings about work. Once you've completed the assessment, total the number of times you've selected the statements in each column. Match the column(s) with the highest score to the lures in table 5-2. A. Expressive legacy: Work is about creating something of lasting value. Individuals who identify closely with this archetype tend to be entrepreneurial; they consider themselves leaders and love to assume responsibility.
B. Secure progress: Work is about predictable upward mobility-a secure path to success. These individuals often seek upward mobility, pride themselves on their reliability, place high value on their family, and have long tenures with one employer.
C. Individual expertise and team victory: Work is an opportunity to contribute, to be a valuable part of a winning team. These individuals enjoy a cooperative atmosphere; they care deeply about contributing to the organization's success, express less need for flexible work arrangements, and are loyal and reliable.
D. Risk with reward: Work is an opportunity for challenge, change, learning, and, maybe, wealth. These individuals seek lives filled with change and adventure; they thrive on exciting work, enjoy assuming positions of responsibility, and are likely to want flexible workplaces and schedules.
E. Flexible support: Work is a livelihood but not currently a priority. These individuals see work as a source of livelihood but not currently as a primary focus in their lives. They are trying to create balance in their lives; they value environments that are congenial and fun.
F.
Limited obligations: Work's value is largely its near-term economic gain. These individ uals pre fer work that makes minimal demands on their time. They place high value on traditional compensation and benefits packages.
